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Abstract: Inexpensive old color television high voltage plate was used to fabricate an air
plasma generation set up. High voltage up to 18000V was applied between two needles for
observing air breakdown. Breakdown current was measured for various distances between
the two electrodes. Also the cross section area of receiving electrode was varied by using
two steel rods having different diameters and also by means of different positioning to
p
receive the breakdown current.
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INTRODUCTION
Plasma was first discovered by Sir William crook in 1879 [1]. The name plasma was coined by
Irving Langmuir in 1928 [2]. Although it is the most abundant visible matter in the universe, it is
rare on earth, since a very high temperature is required to generate plasma. Nowadays
generation of plasma in laboratory is a routine work and it is even found in some of the
technologically advanced consumer items like plasma TV’s. There are number of methods
which can be employed to generate plasma in laboratory. By applying a sufficiently high voltage
across the electrodes pointing towards each other in air can create air plasma. Number of
circuits has been designed to generate spark gap. S Hussain et al. demonstrated low cost, easily
maintained, and reliable field distortion spark gaps which operate at a voltage up to 30 kV [3].
Low current spark gap was demonstrated and characterized for determining electron density
profile using interferometer [4]. Thomas Baby et al. developed low inductance, triggered spark
gap switch suitable for a high-current fast discharge system [5]. By employing high intensity
laser, plasma can be generated in laboratory [6, 7]. Plasma can be characterized to know its
temperature [8], electron density [8], optical properties [9] etc. Plasma research is yielding not
only a greater understanding of the universe but it
is used in many practical applications such as manufacturing techniques [10], consumer
products [11], the prospect of abundant energy [12], more efficient lighting [13], surface
cleaning [14], etc. In recent times, biomedical applications of plasma have also grown.
Nowadays, plasma sources are employed for bacterial inactivation [15] and tissue sterilization,
decontamination of medical instruments [16-18], surface modification of implantable
biomaterials [19-20]. In this paper, we have shown that how an inexpensive old color television
high voltage plate can be used to fabricate an air plasma generation set up. High voltage up to
18000V was applied between two needles for observing air breakdown. Breakdown current
was measured for various distances between the two electrodes. Also the cross section area of
receiving electrode was varied by using two steel rods having different diameters and also by
means of different positioning to receive the breakdown current.
EXPERIMENT SET UPS:Experimental set up of for electric spark gap is as shown in Fig. 1. It comprises of a high dc
voltage television plate (18 KV) and a spark gap made up of two pointed sewing needle
separated by a particular distance.
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Fig. 1: Experimental set for electric spark gap generation.
Electric arc was produced by applying high voltage (18 KV) across the needle (0.6 mm diameter)
shaped electrodes shown in Fig. 1. Breakdown current was measured using an ammeter
between receiving electrode and ground as shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2: Breakdown current measurement between two pointed needles.
To see the effect of diameter on the breakdown current, bigger diameter steel rod (9.5 mm)
was used in place of receiving needle electrode as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Breakdown current measurement between one pointed needles and steel rod having
diameter of 9.5 mm.
Fig.4 shows third configuration used for comparing the effect of positioning of receiving
electrode. Here instead of keeping the electrode horizontal it was kept vertical.
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Fig.4: Breakdown current measurement between one pointed needles and vertically kept steel
rod having diameter of 9.5 mm.

Fig.5: Experimental set up for recording the optical spectrum of electric spark.
Fig.5 shows the experimental set up for recording the plasma radiation occurring because of air
breakdown. Fibre optic spectrometer (ocean optics) was used to capture the radiation and it
was connected to computer for viewing and storing.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:Distance between the electrodes verses breakdown current is plotted for the three cases as
shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 6 shows the variation of breakdown current with respect to
distance between two needle electrodes as shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4. As the distance between
electrodes varied from 4.2 cm to 3 cm breakdown current increases as expected for set up
shown in fig. 2. At distance 2.8 cm, suddenly the sparking between the electrodes gets
converted into electric arc flame, hence the current gets reduced to 10 mA from 0.2 A. For the
set up shown in Fig. 3, pointed needle is replaced by steel rod having diameter 4.5 mm. Current
seen to be slightly increased as compared to previous case because of the larger effective cross
sectional area of receiving electrode. Current decreases continuously as the distance between
the electrode decreases.
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Fig. 6: Distance between electrodes Verses Breakdown current for the set ups shown in fig. 2, 3
and 4.
At distance 2 cm, the sparking between the electrodes gets converted into electric arc flame,
hence the current gets reduced to 18 mA from 0.2 A. In the previous case, this distance was 2.8
cm here it is 2 cm. When the steel rod was kept vertical to receive spark slightly different
variation but the trend of decrease in the current with decrease in the distance was same as in
the previous two cases. In this case, receiver electrode effective cross sectional area is larger
than previous two cases and hence the largest current received in this case is also largest.
Abrupt increase in the current occurs momentarily at a distance 3 cm. At 2.4 cm the sparking
between the electrodes gets converted into electric arc flame, hence the current gets reduced
to 12 mA from 0.2 A. Fig. 7 shows the spectrum obtained because of air breakdown. It shows
the continuum as expected. Radiation from 300 nm to 1000 nm is seen in the spectrum.
Intensity of radiation in between 600 nm to 700 nm is highest and symmetric around this
highest point.

Fig. 6: Continuum spectrum obtained because of air breakdown
CONCLUSION:Simple inexpensive electric spark gap was fabricated using television high svoltage plate. Air
breakdown was seen to start at a distance of 4.2 cm between the two needle electrodes.
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Breakdown current was observed to be dependent on distance between the electrode and also
the effective cross sectional area of receiving electrode.
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